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Systematically applying cognitive science
principles to improve middle school science
curricula

Contrasting Cases

Animals

e.g., Gentner & Namy, 1999;
Rittle-Johnson & Star, in press;
Schwartz & Bransford, 1998

T. rex

• lived 65 to 68 million years ago
• ate other animals

T. rex
&
Barnacle

T. rex
&
Bonobo

• made up of many
different kinds of cells
• each cell has a nucleus
• move
• ingest food found in the
environment
• reproduce sexually

• found on land
• move by walking
upright

• found in marine environments,
attached to hard substances

• found in rainforests in Africa
• also walks on all fours
• eats fruits, leaves, and small
animals

• moves by swimming when
young; adults are immobile

What is
the same?
What is
different?

Visualizations

Barnacle
&
Bonobo

Spaced Assessments

How come two black labs
could have a puppy with a
yellow phenotype but two
yellow labs could not have
a puppy with a black
phenotype?
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Assessment Warm-up

End of Section

Material
covered

Most recent
section (75%)
Entire Unit
and related
prior material (25%)

Previous
Day

From
Contrasting
Case
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Can a puppy with a
black phenotype have a
yellow allele as part of
its genotype?
Why or why not?

Introduce critical features
prior to textbook reading

Bonobo

Barnacle

Prior Knowledge

The circle located above and to the
right of the microscope illustrates
what it would look like if one was
looking into the microscope.
This image also uses a “zoom-out”
convention in that part of the image
is at a much higher level of
magnification than the rest.

The bacteria is magnified
much more than the other
slides. A red blood cell can
be up to ten times larger
than some bacteria even
though the image makes it
seem that the bacteria is
larger.

• eats plankton

End of Unit

What kingdom contains
organisms that are
multicellular, have no
chlorophyll, and absorb
nutrients from decaying
tissue?
a) Fungi
b) Plantae
c) Protista
d) Animalia

Where would this cell most
likely be found?
a) Bark
b) Frog
c) Leaf
d) Mushroom

As humans grow, their bodies
change. Which of these
statements explains how
humans grow?
a) Cells form a cell wall.
b) Cells increase in size.
c) Cells undergo cell
division.
d) Cells merge to become
larger.

Preparation
For Future
Learning

Challenges and Future Directions
From basic to applied:
• How

do we address the needs of special needs students?
• What must we replace or subtract from existing curricula in order to add in our
modifications?
• How do we select which pieces to contrast/highlight/explain/test?
• At presentation time, one set of our modifications (Holt: Cells, Heredity, and
Classification) is being implemented in 90 schools.
• In the coming months, we will begin to implement our FOSS modifications, and will
have assessment data from 4 of our 6 units.

